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a b s t r a c t

The Mean Shift tracker is a widely used tool for robustly and quickly tracking the location of an object in
an image sequence using the object’s color histogram. The reference histogram is typically set to that in
the target region in the frame where the tracking is initiated. Often, however, no single view suffices to
produce a reference histogram appropriate for tracking the target. In contexts where multiple views of
the target are available prior to the tracking, this paper enhances the Mean Shift tracker to use multiple
reference histograms obtained from these different target views. This is done while preserving both the
convergence and the speed properties of the original tracker. We first suggest a simple method to use
multiple reference histograms for producing a single histogram that is more appropriate for tracking
the target. Then, to enhance the tracking further, we propose an extension to the Mean Shift tracker
where the convex hull of these histograms is used as the target model. Many experimental results dem-
onstrate the successful tracking of targets whose visible colors change drastically and rapidly during the
sequence, where the basic Mean Shift tracker obviously fails.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The target’s color histogram is widely used for visual tracking
(e.g. [1–5]) and, as was shown by Comaniciu et al. [3,6], tracking
using this feature may be performed very quickly via the Mean
Shift procedure [7]. This paper extends Comaniciu et al.’s tracker
in [3,6], which will be referred to in this paper by its common
name Mean Shift tracker.

The Mean Shift tracker works by searching in each frame for the
location of an image region whose color histogram is closest to the
reference color histogram of the target. The distance between two
histograms is measured using their Bhattacharyya coefficient, and
the search is performed by seeking the target location via Mean
Shift iterations beginning from the target location estimated in
the previous frame (the tracker is outlined in Section 2).

In the Mean Shift tracker, as well as in the other trackers cited
previously, the reference color histogram is approximated accord-
ing to a single view of the target, typically as it appears in the first
frame of the sequence. Although using this method for obtaining
the reference histogram proved to be very robust in many scenar-
ios, it produces, in many cases, a poor representation of the target,
which might result in poor tracking. More seriously, the support of
a reference histogram obtained by this method may become non-
overlapping with the support of the target’s histogram as it appears
in the sequence, usually resulting in target loss. Indeed, for many
ll rights reserved.
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objects, any viewing direction may be replaced with a different
viewing direction where all the object’s colors apparent in the lat-
ter view differ from those in the former. An (unscrambled) Rubik
Cube is an extreme example of such an object; each side is a differ-
ent color, and three sides at most are visible from any viewing
direction. Major changes in the apparent colors of a target may also
result from changes in the actual target’s colors, as when a person
puts on or removes a piece of clothing, or as in the case of an alter-
nating street advertisement.

Often, several different views of the target are available prior to
the tracking, either from images that were previously acquired (e.g.
[8–11]) or when performing off-line tracking (e.g. [12–15]). In
these contexts, this paper extends the Mean Shift tracker to using
multiple reference color histograms. At first we suggest a simple
method to combine these histograms into a single histogram that
is more appropriate for tracking the target. In order to enhance
the tracking further, we then propose an extension to the Mean
Shift tracker, where the convex hull of these histograms is used
as the target model. That is, rather than searching for the image re-
gion whose color histogram is closest to a single reference histo-
gram, we search for the image region by minimizing the distance
of its color histogram from the convex hull of several reference
histograms.

Time-varying histograms of colors (e.g. [5,16]) or of other fea-
tures such as filter responses (e.g. [17]) have been used for target
modeling before, and many trackers have modeled the target’s
2D appearance as being time-varying within a subspace (e.g.
[8,9,18–20]). In the latter group of trackers, the search for the
target (and possibly for additional transformation parameters) is
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performed by minimizing the distance of its appearance in the cur-
rent frame from that subspace. This approach is applied here by
modeling the target’s color histogram as being a time-varying lin-
ear combination of several reference histograms, under the restric-
tion that the mixture coefficients are nonnegative and sum to unity
(so that the linear combination will be a histogram mixture).

Section 2 outlines the original Mean Shift tracker [3]. A simple
method for combining multiple reference histograms into one is
proposed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the proposed extension
of the Mean Shift tracker to use the convex hull-based target mod-
el. Experimental results are described in Section 5, Section 6 in-
cludes a discussion, and a paper summary is provided in Section 7.
2. The Mean Shift tracker

In this section we outline the Mean Shift tracker described in
[3]. The notations used here are similar to those in [3], with minor
modifications to suit the subsequent sections.
2.1. Histograms, their approximation and their distance

Let q̂ ¼ fq̂ugu¼1;...;m

Pm
u¼1q̂u ¼ 1

� �
be an m-bin reference color

histogram of the target. The center point y of the image region in
which the color histogram p̂ðyÞ ¼ fp̂uðyÞgu¼1;...;m

Pm
u¼1p̂u ¼ 1

� �
is

closest to q̂ is sought in each frame of the image sequence. The
metric used in [3] for measuring the distance between the histo-
grams is

dq̂ðyÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� q½p̂ðyÞ; q̂�

q
; ð1Þ

where q½p̂ðyÞ; q̂� is their Bhattacharyya coefficient:

q̂ðyÞ � q½p̂ðyÞ; q̂� ¼
Xm

u¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p̂uðyÞq̂u

q
: ð2Þ

The image region used for calculating the color histogram is
elliptical.1 The elliptical region is specified in one (typically the first)
frame in the sequence, and the reference color histogram is calcu-
lated using this region. Then, with the ellipse motion approximated
as translational, the center of this elliptical region is tracked. Note
that approximating the motion of the ellipse (which encloses the
tracked image region) as translational does not imply that the mo-
tion of the region itself is only translational. A simple mechanism
for adapting also to isotropic scale changes of the region was pro-
posed in [3]. This scale adaptation is carried out by running the Mean
Shift tracker for three different scales – the scale estimated in the
previous frame, an enlarged scale, and a reduced scale – and then
choosing the one that produced the target location in which the col-
or histogram is closest to the reference histogram. The chosen scale
is then input into an IIR filter for producing the final scale. This
mechanism operates on top of the Mean Shift tracker and it may
be applied exactly in the same manner using the algorithms pro-
posed here. Therefore, for simplicity, the target scale in this paper
is assumed to be fixed.

The pixel locations are normalized such that the specified refer-
ence ellipse will become the unit circle centered at the origin. (This
is achieved by rotating, non-isotropically scaling, and translating
the coordinate system of the image.) The normalized locations of
the pixels inside the reference ellipse are denoted xI

i

� �
i¼1;...;n, and

the reference color histogram is computed as
1 The ellipse in [3] had axes parallel to the image border, but of course generalizing
to account for rotated ellipses is performed by simply rotating the coordinate system
of the image.
q̂u ¼ C
Xn

i¼1

k xI

i

�� ��2
� 	

d b xI

i

� �
� u


 �
; ð3Þ

where bðxÞ is the bin number ð1; . . . ;mÞ associated with the color at
the pixel of normalized location x; d is the Kronecker delta function,
kðxÞ is a kernel profile that assigns smaller weights to pixels farther
from the circle center, and C is a constant that normalizes the his-
togram to be of unit sum. Similarly, the normalized locations of
the pixels inside an ellipse centered at a candidate normalized loca-
tion y are denoted fxigi¼1;...;n, and the color histogram in the corre-
sponding region is thus

p̂uðyÞ ¼ C
Xn

i¼1

kðky � xik2Þd½bðxiÞ � u�: ð4Þ

It is assumed here that both elements of y correspond to integer
numbers of pixels. Otherwise, n and C may fluctuate according to
the exact inter-pixel location of the ellipse center.

The Epanechnikov kernel was used in [3], and we use it here as
well. The profile of this kernel is

kðxÞ /
1� x; 0 6 x 6 1;
0; x > 1:

�
ð5Þ
2.2. Target localization via Mean Shift

The goal in each frame of the sequence is to estimate the target
translation ŷ that minimizes the distance dq̂ðŷÞ between its corre-
sponding histogram p̂ðŷÞ and the reference histogram q̂. This is
equivalent to estimating the target translation ŷ that maximizes
the Bhattacharyya coefficient (2) between these two histograms.
Denote by ŷ0 the estimated target location in the previous frame.
Approximating the Bhattacharyya coefficient (2) in the current
frame by its first-order Taylor expansion around the values
p̂uðŷ0Þ and substituting (4) for p̂ðyÞ results in

qðyÞ � Cq̂;ŷ0
þ C

2

Xn

i¼1

wikðky � xik2Þ; ð6Þ

where

wi ¼
Xm

u¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q̂u

p̂uðŷ0Þ

s
d½bðxiÞ � u� ð7Þ

and Cq̂;ŷ0
is independent of y.

The search for ŷ in the current frame starts at the estimated tar-
get location in the previous frame, i.e., initially ŷ ŷ0. Now, the y-
dependent term in the right-hand side of (6) may be viewed as a
kernel density estimate computed with kernel profile kðxÞ at y,
with the samples xi being weighted by wi (7). As was proven in
[7], if the weights wi are nonnegative and the kernel profile kðxÞ
is monotonically non-increasing and convex (all these require-
ments are fulfilled (5,7)), then a higher density value is reached
by shifting ŷ from ŷ0 to the mean of the sample, which is weighted
by the kernel whose profile is gðxÞ ¼ �k0ðxÞ and which is centered
at ŷ0,

ŷ 
Pn

i¼1xiwigðkŷ0 � xik2ÞPn
i¼1wigðkŷ0 � xik2Þ

: ð8Þ

(An exception is a shift by zero, indicating that the estimated
location is already at a density mode.) Moreover, iteratively repeat-
ing the Mean Shift (8), each time replacing ŷ0 by ŷ calculated at the
previous iteration, will result in the convergence of ŷ to a density
mode. (Although rarely, it might happen that an application of
(8) will decrease the true qðyÞ, since (6) is only an approximation
of it.)



Frame 1 Frame 200 Frame 405 Frame 475

Fig. 1. Results of the Mean Shift tracker for Sequence I, where the reference color histogram was set in the first frame.
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Note that the weights wi (7) should be recomputed after each
Mean Shift iteration (8), since each iteration causes the color histo-
gram p̂ðŷÞ to change. Observe that for the Epanechnikov profile (5),
the Mean Shift iteration (8) reduces to a simple weighted average.
3. Combining multiple histograms into one

Sometimes no view of the target yields a reasonable approxima-
tion of its circumferential color histogram. An extreme example is
presented in Fig. 1. This figure shows the results of the Mean Shift
tracker for Sequence I, where a Rubik Cube is tracked. The refer-
ence color histogram was set in the first frame, where the visible
colors of the cube are orange,2 blue and yellow. As the cube rotates,
different sets of colors become visible, causing the large deviations of
the estimated locations from the target center. At Frame 475 none of
the originally visible colors of the target remain visible, and so the
tracking fails. Each side of the cube is a different color, and three
sides at most may be visible from any viewing direction. Therefore,
this problem could not be generally solved by using a different view
of the target to model its reference color histogram.

One possible solution to the above problem is to stay with a sin-
gle reference histogram, but set it using multiple color histograms
obtained from different target views. Assume we are given M views
of the target and denote the color histograms visible from these
views by q̂v ¼ fq̂v

ugu¼1;...;m; v ¼ 1; . . . ;M. Since any of these target
views may appear during the tracking process, the maximal refer-
ence histogram’s distance from all the given histograms should be
as small as possible. To this end, the following minimax optimiza-
tion problem has to be solved for q̂:

minimize max
v

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� q½q̂; q̂v �

q
;

subject to q̂u P 0; u ¼ 1; . . . ;m;Xm

u¼1

q̂u ¼ 1:

ð9Þ

The solution to this problem coincides with to that of the
problem:

maximize min
v

Xm

u¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q̂uq̂v

u

q
;

subject to q̂u P 0; u ¼ 1; . . . ;m;Xm

u¼1

q̂u ¼ 1:

ð10Þ

The feasible set of this maximization problem is convex. Like-
wise, each term in the sum in the objective function is concave,
and concavity of functions is preserved under addition and point-
wise minimization, so that the whole objective function is concave.
Therefore (10) is a convex optimization problem, and thus can be
solved efficiently [21].
2 For interpretation of color in Figs. 1–11, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.
To test the above method for setting the reference color histo-
gram, the Mean Shift tracker was tested again on Sequence I, this
time using the reference color histogram (9) obtained from two
different views of the target ðM ¼ 2Þ. One view is the one used in
the previous experiment (Frame 1 in the sequence), and the other
view is from the opposite direction. These two views and an illus-
tration of the computed final histogram q̂ are shown in Fig. 2. The
tracking results are presented in Fig. 3. The improved accuracy
with respect to Fig. 1 is clearly evident. In particular, the tracking
failure at Frame 475, where all the initially visible target colors
were occluded, was resolved here.

Despite the higher accuracy and robustness achieved by this
method in the sequence, a final reference model consisting of a sin-
gle histogram is still a mediocre representation of the true, time-
varying histogram of the target. An example of this may be seen
in Frame 500 in Fig. 3. In this frame, an image region consisting
of three different colors, all present in the final reference histogram
q̂, has a color histogram closer to q̂ than the histogram at the cor-
rect image region, which consists of only two colors, both present
in q̂.

The above method of setting the reference histogram has an
additional, minor drawback: the need to solve (although only once)
the optimization problem (10) before the tracking begins. In this
work we used the RGB color space, where each color band was
equally divided into eight bins. This yielded m ¼ 83 ¼ 512 color
bins in all. Solving the convex optimization problem (10) with this
number of variables took several seconds using cvx [22]. We stress
that this computation is done offline, once per target and prior to
the tracking. Therefore, it does not affect the speed of the on-line
tracking, which is carried out by the original Mean Shift tracker.

4. Convex hull-based target model

As different sides of the target face the camera, the target’s his-
togram changes. To accommodate for a time-varying target histo-
gram, we propose to extend the reference target model used by the
Mean Shift tracker to include the convex hull of multiple reference
histograms obtained from different target views. That is, the target
model is approximated as the mixture of M reference histograms

q̂ðaÞ ¼
XM

v¼1

av q̂v ; 8v av P 0;
XM

v¼1

av ¼ 1; ð11Þ

where the mixture proportions a ¼ favgv¼1;...;M vary with time.
Thus, the tracking process now consists of finding in each frame

the target translation ŷ that minimizes the minimal distance

min
â

dq̂ðâÞðŷÞ

between p̂ðŷÞ and the set of all histogram mixtures
q̂ðâÞ ¼ fq̂uðâÞgu¼1;...;m. Although the previous Bhattacharyya-based
distance (1)–(2) may be minimized here as well, tracking using
the convex hull-based target model provided better experimental
results by minimizing the sum of absolute difference (SAD),



Fig. 2. The two target views used for approximating the two reference histograms: (a) q̂1 and (b) q̂2. These two reference histograms were used to set the final reference
histogram q̂ according to (9). The latter histogram is illustrated in (c) by an image with an identical color histogram.

Frame 200 Frame 405 Frame 475 Frame 500

Fig. 3. Results of the Mean Shift tracker for Sequence I, where the reference color histogram was set using the two target views shown in Fig. 2.
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dq̂ðâÞðyÞ ¼
Xm

u¼1

jp̂uðyÞ � q̂uðâÞj: ð12Þ

As in (1)–(2), the measure (12) imposes a metric structure as
well.

Like the search for the current ŷ in the original Mean Shift track-
er (Section 2.2), the search for the current target location is per-
formed here by the iterative reduction of (12) via the iterative
modification of the target location and mixture proportions ðŷ; âÞ,
beginning from the target location and mixture proportions esti-
mated in the previous frame, i.e., initially ðŷ; âÞ  ðŷ0; â0Þ. The min-
imization of (12) is performed by successive repetitions of the
following two steps:

1. Shifting the estimated target location ŷ such that (12) is
reduced, while keeping the estimated mixture proportions â
fixed.

2. Minimizing (12) with respect to the mixture proportions â,
while keeping the estimated target location ŷ fixed.

As in the reduction of the distance (1) in the original Mean Shift
tracker, the reduction of the distance (12) in Step 1 above is per-
formed via a Mean Shift iteration. Because the minimization prob-
lem in Step 2 is convex, it may be performed rapidly as well. These
two steps are described in detail in the following two subsections.

Since (12) is bounded from below and is reduced in each of the two
steps, the sequence of distances obtained by the successive applica-
tion of these steps is guaranteed to converge. In practice, these two
steps are repeated until the shift of the estimated target location is
smaller than half a pixel (this criterion is very similar to the one in
the original Mean Shift implementation [3]) and each of the mixture
proportions is modified by less than 0.01. As in the original Mean Shift
implementation, the above pair of steps usually has to be performed
only a few times per frame until these two criteria are met.
3 Since the absolute value function is not differentiable at 0, its derivative there is
replaced by the mean of its derivatives from each side, which equals 0. As may be
seen in the obtained expression for the objective function, terms resulting from
differentiating the absolute value function at 0 are independent of y, and thus do no
affect its optimization.
4.1. Step 1: shifting ŷ

In this step, the distance dq̂ðâÞðyÞ in (12) has to be reduced by
shifting the estimated target location ŷ from the location obtained
after the previous application of Step 1 (or that obtained in the pre-
vious frame, if this is the first application of Step 1 in the current
frame), while keeping the estimated mixture proportions â un-
changed. As â is fixed in this step, the histogram mixture q̂ðâÞ will
be denoted here in shorthand by q̂. For notational compatibility
with the previous Mean Shift derivation (Section 2.2), let us denote
the estimated target location obtained after the previous applica-
tion of Step 1 by ŷ0.

Since the metric used here (Eq. (12)) is different from that used
in [3], the minimization procedure should be suitably adapted.
Reducing dq̂ðyÞ is equivalent to increasing �dq̂ðyÞ. Approximating
�dq̂ðyÞ by its first-order Taylor expansion around the values
p̂uðŷ0Þ yields3

�dq̂ðyÞ � �dq̂ðŷ0Þ þ

sgnðq̂1 � p̂1ðŷ0ÞÞ
..
.

sgnðq̂1 � p̂1ðŷ0ÞÞ

0
BB@

1
CCA

T p̂1ðyÞ � p̂1ðŷ0Þ
..
.

p̂mðyÞ � p̂mðŷ0Þ

0
BB@

1
CCA

¼ C0q̂;ŷ0
þ
Xm

u¼1

p̂uðyÞsgnðq̂u � p̂uðŷ0ÞÞ; ð13Þ

where C 0q̂;ŷ0
is independent of y and sgn(�) is the sign function.

Substituting (4) for each p̂uðyÞ results in

�dq̂ðyÞ � C0q̂;ŷ0
þ C

Xn

i¼1

wikðky � xik2Þ; ð14Þ

where

wi ¼
Xm

u¼1

sgnðq̂u � p̂uðŷ0ÞÞd½bðxiÞ � u�: ð15Þ

The y-dependent term in this approximation to the objective
function �dq̂ðyÞ is of similar form as that in (6), but with different
pixel weights wi. Since now the weights may be negative, ŷ cannot
be updated via the regular Mean Shift iteration (8), as it was in the
maximization of the Bhattacharyya coefficient. However, shifting ŷ
according to

ŷ ŷ0 þ
Pn

i¼1ðxi � ŷ0Þwigðkŷ0 � xik2ÞPn
i¼1jwigðkŷ0 � xik2Þj

ð16Þ
t



Table 1
Average time per frame, in milliseconds, with M ¼ 1; . . . ;4 reference histograms
(without scale adaptation). The per-frame runtime for the Step 2 iterations (mixture
coefficients optimizations) increases with M, whereas Steps 1 (Mean Shift iterations)
do not depend on M. When scale adaptation [3] is performed, all these figures should
be multiplied by 3.

M Step 1 iterations Step 2 iterations Total

1 1 – 1
2 1 0.4 1.4
3 1 1.2 2.2
4 1 1.5 2.5
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will increase the kernel density even when there are negative
weights (shown by Collins [2]).

4.2. Step 2: optimizing â

In this step, the distance dq̂ðâÞðyÞ in (12) has to be minimized
with respect to the mixture proportions â, while keeping the esti-
mated target location ŷ unchanged. As ŷ is fixed in this step, the
histogram at the estimated target location p̂ðŷÞ will be denoted
here in shorthand by p̂.

In order to minimize dq̂ðâÞðŷÞ with respect to â, the following
problem has to be solved for â:

minimize
Xm

u¼1

p̂u �
XM

v¼1

âv q̂v
u


;

subject to âv P 0; v ¼ 1; . . . ;M;

XM

v¼1

âv ¼ 1:

ð17Þ

The feasible set of this minimization problem is convex. Like-
wise, it is easy to see that each term in the first sum in the objective
function is convex, and since convexity of functions is preserved
under addition, the whole objective function is convex as well.
Therefore (17) is a convex optimization problem, which may be
solved quickly, especially since only a few mixture proportions
need to be optimized (2–4 in the experiments) in practice.

4.3. Running time

The proposed method consists of alternately performing Steps 1
and 2 above until convergence. As mentioned, the number of repe-
titions of these two steps until convergence is low and similar to the
number of Mean Shift iterations in the original Mean Shift tracker
(an average of about five iterations per frame). As was shown in Sec-
tion 4.1, Step 1 is in fact a Mean Shift calculation, and it is identical
to that performed in a single Mean Shift iteration of the original
Mean Shift tracker (only that the pixel weights are different and
may be negative). Therefore, the only difference from the computa-
tional load in the original Mean Shift tracker, which already per-
forms Step 1 iterations, is the time required for performing Step 2
iterations. The average time-per-frame of the original Mean Shift
tracker (i.e., only Step 1 iterations) with constant scale, as measured
on a standard modern Personal Computer (PC), is about 1 ms [24].
As explained (Section 4.2), the execution of Step 2 merely consists
of solving a convex optimization problem of M � 1 variables: one
variable per each of the M mixture coefficients, minus one degree
of freedom due to their unit sum. For M ¼ 4 (the largest used in
the experiments), a simple gradient descent implementation in
MATLAB required on average about 1.5 ms in total for all Step 2 rep-
etitions in one frame on a standard modern PC. This 1.5 ms period,
and shorter for smaller M, is the difference in time-per-frame from
the original Mean Shift tracker. We conclude that the proposed
tracker maintains the real-time capability of the original Mean Shift
tracker. Table 1 summarizes the runtime for M 6 4.

5. Experimental results

Results of testing the Mean Shift tracker with the convex hull-
based target model are presented for seven sequences. All the tar-
gets tracked in the experiments were such that their color histo-
gram could not be reasonably modeled from a single view. In all
experiments the RGB color space was used. Each color band was
equally divided into eight bins, except for Sequence III, where each
color band had to be divided into 32 bins because the target’s col-
ors were very similar to the background’s.
The target locations in the first frame and in the reference
images were manually marked. Choosing the reference views
was easy in practice. In each sequence, we simply selected two
arbitrary frames where the target colors seemed to be very distinct,
and this proved to be sufficient in most cases. In some cases (e.g.,
Sequences IV and VI), it was revealed experimentally that the
two selected reference views were not enough, so a third reference
view was selected according to the failing point. It may happen
that further reference views would be required to be selected in
the same way, as was the case for the fourth reference view in Se-
quence IV.

Video files of all presented results are given as Supplementary
material.

Sequence I. The Mean Shift tracker with the convex hull-based
target model was first tested on Sequence I. This sequence was pre-
viously used to test the regular Mean Shift tracker with one target
view and with two target views (Fig. 2a and b). These two target
views were used for the convex hull-based target model here.
Tracking results, along with the estimated mixture proportions
(rounded to the thousandth), are presented in Fig. 4. The improve-
ment over the fixed target model (Figs. 1 and 3) is evident.

Sequence II. Tracking the Rubik Cube in a different, longer im-
age sequence was successful. The two target views used for
approximating the reference histograms are shown in Fig. 5, and
the results are shown in Fig. 6.

Sequence III. This sequence consisted of a woman exiting an
apartment. The woman, wearing light-colored clothes, puts on a
black coat before she exits the apartment. Thus, her appearance
changes drastically. Two target views were used for approximating
the reference histograms (Fig. 5). As may be seen in Fig. 7, the
tracking was successful.

Sequence IV. In this experiment a greeting card, differently col-
ored on each side, was tracked. Although the card is planar, four
target views were used (Fig. 5) to account for the extreme lighting
changes. The results are shown in Fig. 8.

Sequence V. In this sequence a rotating street advertisement
was tracked. Since different sides of the advertisement had differ-
ent colors, two reference views had to be used (Fig. 5). The tracking
was successful (Fig. 9).

Sequence VI. This sequence contains a street advertisement
screen that alternates between several different advertisements.
The tracking results using three reference views (Fig. 5) are shown
in Fig. 10.

Sequence VII. This sequence was filmed by camera switching
between color and IR (Infrared) modes. One color reference view
and one IR reference view were used (Fig. 5). The tracking results
are shown in Fig. 11.

As mentioned, the proposed tracker is intended for the particu-
lar context where the target colors seen by the camera change in
time, no single view of the target is sufficient for reasonably mod-
eling the target colors, and where multiple reference views of the
target are available prior to the tracking. Trackers are typically in-
tended to be used in a context where the target appearance is pro-
vided to them in one frame only – usually that where the tracking



Reference Views for Sequence II Reference Views for Sequence III

Reference Views for Sequence IV

Reference Views for Sequence V Reference Views for Sequence VII

Reference Views for Sequence VI

Fig. 5. The target views used for approximating the reference histograms q̂1; . . . ; q̂M , from left to right, in Sequences II–VII.

Frame 100 Frame 405 Frame 475 Frame 500

Fig. 4. Tracking results for Sequence I using the convex hull-based target model. The reference color histograms were set using the two target views shown in Fig. 2.

Frame 550 Frame 700 Frame 1200 Frame 1588

Fig. 6. Tracking results for Sequence II using the convex hull-based target model. The reference color histograms were set using the two target views shown in Fig. 5.
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is initiated. All the experiments were chosen to demonstrate the
proposed tracker in its particular context, for which ‘‘regular”
trackers are inappropriate and will likely lose the target when its
colors change. As expected, experiments showed that the original
Mean Shift tracker lost the target in all sequences due to the
change in the target colors. We also tested the tracker by Leichter
et al. [23] on these sequences. Due to its target model adaptation
scheme, this tracker occasionally overcame the changes in target
colors, but it still lost the target due to these changes in more than
half of the sequences (III, V–VII).



Frame 1 Frame 180 Frame 210 Frame 420

Fig. 7. Tracking results for Sequence III using the convex hull-based target model. The reference color histograms were set using the two target views shown in Fig. 5.

Frame 100 Frame 160 Frame 250 Frame 345

Fig. 8. Tracking results for Sequence IV using the convex hull-based target model. The reference color histograms were set using the four target views shown in Fig. 5.

Frame 200 Frame 400 Frame 500 Frame 714

Fig. 9. Tracking results for Sequence V using the convex hull-based target model. The reference color histograms were set using the two target views shown in Fig. 5.

Frame 75 Frame 100 Frame 200 Frame 316

Fig. 10. Tracking results for Sequence VI using the convex hull-based target model. The reference color histograms were set using the three target views shown in Fig. 5.

Frame 75 Frame 150 Frame 300 Frame 433

Fig. 11. Tracking results for Sequence VII using the convex hull-based target model. The reference color histograms were set using the two target views shown in Fig. 5.
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6. Discussion

There appears to be a resemblance between the problem dealt
with in this work and those in the papers by Bajramovic et al.
[24] and by Maggio and Cavallaro [25], which also enhance the
tracking by employing multiple reference histograms. However,
the problems are distinct. Here, we are concerned with the problem
of temporal changes in the target’s features (e.g., due to rotations in
space), whereas [24] deals with the problem of fusing different
types of features in the tracking process. These two different prob-
lems have led to two very different solutions: in our solution (Sec-
tion 4) the target is modeled as a linear (convex) combination of
histograms (of the same feature type) and the location in the image
with a feature histogram of smallest distance from this linear model
is sought. In [24], on the other hand, the sought location in the im-
age is that where the linear combination of distances from a small
set of different histograms is minimal. We stress the point that, here
the linear combination is applied on the reference histograms
whereas in [24] it is applied on the distances. Therefore, in the pro-
posed algorithm the reference histogram is allowed to change,
whereas in [24] there is a small set of fixed reference histograms
(two in the experiments). To illustrate that the framework in [24]
is unsuited for the context considered in the paper, consider the
experiment related to Sequence V. The target in this experiment
is a rotating advertisement cube with two advertisements; each
side of the cube is one of these advertisements. Two reference views
of the target are provided – each one consists of one advertisement
(Fig. 5). Consider now a frame where the cube is viewed from a
direction where the two advertisements are substantially visible
(e.g., Frame 200 in Fig. 9). In the proposed tracker the target’s histo-
gram in this frame is naturally approximated as a weighted average
of the two reference histograms, which is an appropriate represen-
tation of the target’s histogram in this frame. In [24] only the two
fixed reference histograms would be used for the target model,
and both are less appropriate than their combination in this frame.
There is no apparent reason for using a linear combination of the
two (large) distances here. However, we would like to note that
the framework in [24] may be used to fuse the proposed tracker
with trackers that use other types of features.

The tracker by Maggio and Cavallaro [25] is in fact within the
framework in [24], but with all feature weights a priori fixed and
equal. Therefore, the target’s reference histograms are fixed, that
is, the target model is not allowed to change in time. Moreover,
the target model is composed of several color histograms, each re-
lated to a different region of the target in the image plane. This
makes the tracker unsuitable for cases where the target rotates
in space and different sides of it are colored differently, or when
the target colors change due to lighting changes. These make the
tracker in [25] unsuited for the considered context as well.

We note that an extension to the Mean Shift tracker of similar sort
was proposed by Tu et al. [11], where the target model employed by
the Mean Shift tracker was extended to use mixtures of histogram
pairs. The tracking there was performed by alternating between tar-
get location optimization using one measure (the Bhattacharyya
coefficient) and model parameter optimization using a second mea-
sure (an observation likelihood). Thus, unlike the work here (and the
original Mean Shift tracker), no definite measure was minimized
during the tracking, and therefore convergence was not guaranteed.
In the extension proposed in this paper, both the convergence and
the speed properties of the original tracker are preserved.
7. Conclusion

While the commonly used, Mean Shift tracker [3] proved to be
robust in many tracking scenarios, there are cases where no single
view suffices to produce a reference color histogram appropriate
for tracking the target.

This paper presented a method for immunizing the Mean Shift
tracker against the above problem by using multiple reference col-
or histograms. These histograms are obtained from different target
views or for different target states. A simple method for combining
these histograms into a single histogram that is more appropriate
for tracking the target was suggested. In order to enhance the
tracking further, an extension to the Mean Shift tracker, where
the convex hull of these histograms is used as the target model,
was proposed. Unlike the Mean Shift tracker extension of similar
sort proposed in [11], in the extension proposed here both the con-
vergence and the speed properties of the original tracker are
preserved.

The extended Mean Shift tracker was experimentally verified in
many scenarios where the visible target colors changed drastically
and rapidly during the sequence. For these scenarios, the original
Mean Shift tracker is obviously inappropriate.

Finally, although both methods – that of using several target
views to obtain a single reference histogram and that of using
the convex hull – were proposed in the context of the Mean Shift
tracker, these may also be accommodated in other tracking frame-
works such as CONDENSATION [26].
Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.cviu.2009.12.006.
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